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【甲部分】文法與單字選擇題：每題 4 分 

1. After flying to Boston for business, she will _____ to Washington, DC in time for our annual meeting. 

(A) return  (B) restore  (C) reconnoiter  (D) reconsider 

2. To tell the truth, I think there is nothing very _____ about the new Smithson ads. 

(A) memorizing  (B) memorial  (C) memorializing  (D) memorable 

3. _____ of these proposals are too controversial for the committee to consider seriously. 

(A) Much  (B) Any  (C) Most  (D) Almost 

4. The director is correct _____ stating that we must revise our budget estimates for this quarter of the year. 

(A) in  (B) to  (C) for  (D) on 

5. Eleanor Whitman, _____ was a lawyer in a local firm, learned that international corporation was purchasing community 

property. 

(A) who  (B) which  (C) that  (D) what 

6. Industry reviewers _____ impressed with the design of the new low-emission computer monitors. 

(A) have been  (B) are been  (C) were to  (D) has been 

7. The question we are debating is _____ we can expand our research department to meet our needs. 

(A) weather  (B) whether  (C) there  (D) what 

8. The sales manager has chosen to keep prices low _____ competitive. 

(A) staying   (B) in order for  (C) has remained  (D) to stay   

9. Our pricing policy has _____ made sense, and the director would like to restructure it. 

(A) that  (B) much  (C) never  (D) almost   

10. In a report released last month, economists _____ that zero inflation would have both costs and benefits. 

(A) tell  (B) says   (C) claimed  (D) arguing 

11. We believe that our company has a solid record of success; we have shown a profit every year _____ we began this 

company. 

(A) since  (B) while  (C) when  (D) from 

12. No one answered the phone when I called, so they _____ already left. 

(A) might be  (B) must be  (C) can have  (D) must have 

13. She became _____ frustrated with the lack of feedback from her boss that she decided to look for another job. 

(A) very  (B) too  (C) more  (D) so 

14. Come meet some of the best minds in technology: our _____ create more products than any other software company. 

(A) developing  (B) developers  (C) development  (D) developed 

15. What was the _____ of inviting the media to last week’s meeting? 

(A) objection    (B) objective   (C) subjective  (D) subjection 

16. Trying to do three things at once is a very _____ use of time because none will be done well. 

(A) substantial      (B) insubstantial  (C) efficient  (D) inefficient 

17. They have decided to scrap the new project because they can’t raise enough _____. 

(A) capital  (B) captain  (C) capitol  (D) caption 

18. The new advertising campaign has really set a _____ for the industry. 

(A) procedure    (B) precedent   (C) proceed  (D) president 

19. I _____ Arnold the job, but I hear he can be a little arrogant. 

(A) should given  (B) would have given  (C) would gave  (D) have given 

20. Owing to an increase in on-site accidents, all visitors will be _____ to wear hard hats. 

(A) required  (B) registered  (C) restricted  (D) retorted 

＜背面尚有題目＞ 



【乙部分】 一、克漏字：每題 6 分 

A clean home at _21_ rates 
The Spick and Span Home Cleaning Service has come to your area. Spick and Span has developed a nationwide reputation as the 

foremost home cleaning service. Our _22_ agents are all carefully chosen and screened, so you don’t need to worry about whom you are 
letting into your home. Choose from five different cleaning plans, ranging from a once a month to a daily cleaning service. You won’t find 
our agents _23_: your home will be the cleanest it has ever been. Call 1-500-556-5656 to find out _24_ about our great rates and what we 
have to offer. 10% discount to all new customers _25_ throughout March. 
 
21. (A) affordable (B) pricey (C) beautiful (D) reputable 
22. (A) secret (B) subtle (C) discreet (D) cunning 
23. (A) reducing the margin (B) cutting corners (C) taking sides (D) putting off 
24. (A) less (B) few (C) more (D) lot 
25. (A) registering (B) returning (C) rejecting (D) refunding 
 

Beware of pickpockets. 
The management of Winona’s would like to _26_ all patrons to beware of pickpockets. A spate of thefts has been taking place in 

_27_ weeks, and in order to avoid a ruined evening, we urge you to be extra vigilant with your personal property. We have our suspicions 
as to who is guilty of these thefts, and would like to make this fact _28_. Winona’s has a city-wild _29_ as a nightclub of the highest 
quality, and we do not appreciate the efforts of those working to damage this reputation. We have notified the police of the current situation 
and will not hesitate to encourage anyone who falls victim to theft while on our _30_ to press full charges, should the thief be identified. 
 
26. (A) avert (B) alert (C) notice (D) noting 
27. (A) late (B) lately (C) recently (D) recent 
28. (A) known (B) new (C) knew (D) null 
29. (A) reputedly (B) reputation (C) repute (D) report 
30. (A)building (B) ground (C) premises (D) store 

 
Win a luxury skiing trip! 

Nuana Ski is offering one lucky Woman of the World reader and three friends the chance to stay in a chic French ski _31_. Nuana Ski 
is offering you and three of your friends the opportunity to spend one week, _32_, at the five star Chalet de Tirelle in the French Alps. The 
prize, _33_ over $3,500, includes flights, guide, ski rentals, and ski passes. Prize also includes one free drink every evening in the resort 
bar. To _34_ this competition, simply call 1-800-655-7667. Answer the questions you will be asked, and give your name, address, and 
telephone number. Three runners up will win a $100 voucher to _35_ on ski wear at Alpine Sports. 
31. (A) result (B) resolve (C) resort (D) rest 
32. (A) all-inclusive (B) accommodation (C) with food (D) bedding 
33. (A) charge (B) worth (C) work (D) change 
34. (A) rejoin (B) part in (C) take (D) join 
35. (A) shop (B) spend (C) purchase (D) propose 

二、閱讀測驗：每題 6 分 

News Release: Air Freight firm expands Bank Service 
New London, CT, May 30, 2006. Lawrence Sterling, president of the New London based carrier Royal Air Freight, announced today 

the addition of a daily freight service between Concordia National Bank branch offices in New Canaan, Bridgeport, and New Haven, and 
the home office in New London, effective June 14, 2006. The expanded service is made possible by RAF’s purchase of two new 
single-engine Algonquin Turboprops, to be devoted to branch service runs. This brings the total number of aircraft in the RAF fleet to 3. 
Until now, RAF had been operating a freight service between the above locations just once a week. 

At just 35 years of age, Lawrence Sterling is credited with revolutionizing bank transportation systems, allowing the Concordia 
National Bank to reduce costs by thousands of dollar. Sterling, whose company is 12 months old, states that it has quadrupled its mileage 
and quintupled its gross profits, in the last five months. According to Sterling, increased financial activity over the last decade necessitated 
the switch from ground to air carrier service to meet intra-bank deadlines. More recently rising fuel costs have led such banks as CNB to 
turn to the use of single-engine carrier for cost efficiency. Sterling expects other banks to follow suit and is already in talks with another 
major banks. If successful, he plans to hire up to twenty additional employees. 
36. What can be said about RAF? 

(A) It has low overhead and high revenues. (B) Its president also works for CNB. 
(C) It’s a young, fast-growing company. (D) Its president is pilot. 

37. What has made RAF’s expansion necessary? 
(A) The purchase of two new planes (B) An increase in transactions between bank branches 
(C) The expansion of RAF into several other towns (D) A drop in fuel coats 

38. When will the new freight service begin? 
(A) Next year  (B) In a few months  (C) Two weeks after the news release  (D) After talks with a major bank 

39. What happened to the RAF in the last five months? 
(A) It lost customers.  (B) It decreased service.  (C) The profits increased.  (D) It reduced mileage. 

40. Which of the following statements is true? 

(A) RAF will expand its air freight service to other states in the next decade. 

(B) RAF had added weekly freight service to New Canaan, Bridgeport, and New Haven. 

(C) RAF has doubled its profits in the last half year. 

(D) It is less expensive to use single-engine airplanes than trucks. 


